Submission regarding mental health screening for 0-3-year-old,
Speaking from personal experience about this topic regarding young people and mental
health. I have witnessed an abuse of the screening process in young victims who have been
handed down lifelong addictions to psychotropic drugs and mental health problems.
Foster children are probably most at risk when it comes to this kind of screening as they suffer
separation and anxiety much more than a child that would live in a hostile environment for
instance as their symptoms are more noticeable.
It’s all very well for people behind these programs to boast 1 or 2 success stories but as we
have witnessed within the aged care crisis the majority of cases are prescribed a quick fix and
labeled as mentally ill then placed on the back burner.
In most cases underlying health conditions are not detected as medical professionals are not
trained in the mass and numerous kinds of conditions that exist which can cause symptoms
that a child is presenting with. Therefore, a child is considered to have a mental illness and this
heightens the risk of them being placed on a prescription psychotropic drug.
The Government needs to step in and spend money to facilitate people living on the poverty
line, so they can access better and more affordable treatment for their kids. And work to
create programs for people from poor social and economic backgrounds to be involved in that
can encourage awareness and education regarding good health outcomes for their children.
The Health Department also should step in and insist on the improvement and education of
new parents and mothers through education with an emphasis placed on high to low risk
exposure for your child in the home and outside the home.
This should be specific regarding pet ownership for instance with many children being exposed
to pets in the home which can cause alarming issues form a simple allergy to the carrying of
harmful viruses such as streptococcus, with other complications such as fleas and parasites.
This is ware vaccines are detrimental to our health as when over exposure is prevalent a
vaccine is acting as a latent resistance; the over exposure renders the vaccine ineffective.
Effectively you are left with a depleted immunity and traces of an inactive virus that can in
turn become a latent form of infection giving you a heightened risk to exposed to what is
becoming common as a super bug.
As the body is becoming overloaded with virus and exposure it is unable to cope as we have
seen more and more often as a heightened rise in mortality this year and in recent years,
predicted to rise in reference to climate change

We should be able to say that our medical system would have a firm hold on topics such as
these but the reality is they do not, many children are carrying complicated illnesses because
parents are not always forth coming with information and a practitioner or emergency
response worker is not always appropriately trained to pick up specific symptoms.
We see this often in emergency service statistics with children being turned away from a
hospital sometimes on more than one occasion later to die from the toxicity of their symptoms
because immediate action was not taken.
Or limbs needing amputation because septicemia has set in and blood will no longer flow
through their small bodies, there are literally 100’s of scenario’s that can cause symptoms of a
neurological nature referring to brain health and activity.
And while arguing that more often frequent examinations of children could improve the
possibility of picking up such issues or illness we have seen in the past with the very young the
disabled and the elderly sadly that of the majority this has not been the case.
They are often placed into the too hard basket or a frequent classification that it could be a
number of causes that we have not yet been able to identify. They are often then prescribed
possibly a cocktail of medications as their parents find themselves completely out of their
depth and rely on the health practitioner to take control of the situation.
Guidance and education of our population through a complementary strategy would be the
only answer to this debate as has shown within all other sectors to be the most effective, the
question is? does our health system have the capacity right now to achieve this.

